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In this moment I am a freelance everything: Biologist, Photographer, Sound / Music Artist. I specialize in ambient-light photography, both on location and interiors. I compose
music and occasionally DJ.
I am based in Hessen Germany, but have also lived in Spain, the Netherlands, and the
USA. I am a German national speaking English and German, and some Catalan / Spanish.
I am a biologist by education. I have also worked as a senior software programmer on
commercial Windows programs, driven taxis in Los Angeles, worked as a Core Driller in the
Arizona Desert, assisted in a lab in the Medical School of the University of Vermont (USA),
camped in the Deserts of Utah capturing and classifying insects for the US Geological Survey...and more.
I am of multiple worlds. Blue collar labour to white collar office. Science study to self
taught programmer. Homeless at times in my life, runaway when young. Nothing human
is alien to me and I enjoy observing organic, social, and digital ‘evolutions’. My life could
lead nowhere but toward this point because life is embedded in, and surrounded by, Art.
If I am of Life, then I am of Art.
I have been fortunate to be able to roam the world. There one finds moments that capture and shake the soul. These distillations of moments are governed by chance and opportunity, the moments never to come again. Never to be reproduced exactly by anyone
else. Sharing these moments is sublime.
I observe participants first-hand as I record them, whether by light or sound, and I strive
to apply that intimacy to the final cut of the resulting Video-Photograph-Music Project. I
strive not only to reproduce their and my experience, but to enhance it, to give the emotionality and presence of the moment to you.
In 2011 I began representing other visual artists – sculptors and painters. I present their
work at TimePirate.org. This allows me to expand my involvement in the arts and help
present struggling, deserving artists to the World.
My most recent creative project: recording all sound and composing and producing the
soundtracks for the videos of The I Love You Project (ILYP) - Volem Un Barri Digne in Barcelona, Spain; and the Frankfurt am Main / Gießen version. I am currently working on the
Berlin version of this project (recorded in June 2013). I also shoot the ‘behind the scenes’
photos during these ILYP productions.
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